Dear all,

Advising Corner
515-271-3939

Next year we will focus on retention activities, for first-year but also for upper-class students. The full calendar is located on a case-by-case basis. The dean's office will submit requests to the provost's office for final approval.

We are also sprinting to the finish line in our recruitment cycle. The numbers for Drake overall, A&S first-year students is at 321, so we have some 70 to go to make our 390 goal. But we need your help to bring these recruits over the finish line. Thank you for all you are doing to make progress toward this goal.

This year's Beautiful Bulldog Winner, Myrtle Mae. Submit your vote for next year's Beautiful Bulldog by clicking this link.

We got your juror of the year and we are ready to see the results.

Don't miss this issue's top story:

A&S Important Dates
- COVID-19: University Updates Page

COVID-19: University Updates Page
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Drake.
Next year we will focus on retention activities, for first-year but also for upper-class students.

For many students, it will take an actual visit to campus to make the decision to enroll. One of the main goals of our recruitment efforts is to increase visits to campus. The visits are particularly important for students who may not have known about Drake before they visit. By the time they visit, they have already decided to enroll, and the visit is the final decision-making process. We need to ensure these students are aware of the benefits of enrolling at Drake.

We are also focusing on increasing the number of inquiries and applications. The number of inquiries is a good indicator of the interest in Drake. The number of applications is a good indicator of the students who are serious about enrolling at Drake. We need to increase both of these numbers to ensure that we are attracting the right students to Drake.

The recruitment efforts are also focused on increasing the number of diversity and inclusion initiatives. We need to ensure that we are attracting a diverse student body that will contribute to our campus community. We need to ensure that we are attracting a diverse student body that will contribute to our campus community.
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